How to Use Mics with the Canon Vixia HF S30

Property of the Raynor Memorial Library Digital Media Studio
The Canon Vixia has a microphone input which allows you to capture audio using an external microphone, which you can check out, along with the camera, from the Digital Media Studio. Just ask for an external microphone when checking out the camera. You can also use these external microphones with another camera as long as it has a microphone input.

*Adapter Cable not Pictured

** Also available upon request, for a longer range, 25 foot Microphone Cable

To enhance quality of captured audio, insert gray adapter cord into mic input jack (20)

Connect adapter to Lavalier Microphone for discreet audio capture. Lavalier Mic comes with clip for convenient placement on clothes.

or

Connect adapter to Handheld Microphone for news-type, broadcast, or apparent audio capture for your video.